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"A talented guitarist whose melodic brand of jazz is 

well featured on his debut recording as a leader, In 

All The Ways." - Los Angeles Jazz Record 

“Upbeat and optimistic moods delivered with 
aplomb.” - Jazz Weekly 

“The man sure has the chops to engage listeners 
with his melodic brand of jazz.” - Brooklyn Roads 
 
A superior guitarist, Dan Haedicke (pronounced Ha-dik) has 
developed his own melodic and bluesy jazz voice. In All The 
Ways, his recording debut as a leader, is filled with warm and 
memorable melodies, concise solos, and music that is both 
creative and accessible. Dan founded the Kwality label in 
2007 as both a vehicle for his recording projects and as an 
opportunity for him to work as a producer with such artists as 
the modern New Orleans soul singer Tondrae Kemp. He has 
worked extensively as a guitarist (including with Lil’ Fame, 
Cisco Adler, The Diplomats, Rich Boy, and B. Slade) and as a 
producer. The live performances of his DH4 and the release 
of In All The Ways put the focus on Dan Haedicke’s jazz guitar 
playing and composing, showing that he is a talent well worth 
knowing about. 
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Of the new CD, Dan says, “I wanted to write songs for the 
album that had melodies that listeners would take away with 
them.” His seven originals on In All The Ways contain many 
hummable melodies, concise and memorable solos, and an 
inventive use of singers on several of the selections. While at 
times a little reminiscent of the classic CTI recordings of 
George Benson and Hubert Laws, Dan Haedicke’s brand of 
melodic grooving Latin and Brazilian jazz is very much his 
own. The melodies of “Aquamarino,” “Dajo,” “If The Stars” 
will stay in one’s mind long after the music is over. 

 

New album: In All The Ways 

Focus tracks:  

#1 Aquamarino; #2 Dajo; #4 If The Stars 
 

TRACK LISTING: 
1. Aquamarino   2. Dajo 

3. In All The Ways   4. If The Stars  5. October 
6. Nola Shout   7. Fenix 

 
GENRE: Jazz, Fusion, Brazilian 
RELEASE DATE: June 24, 2016 
 
AVAILABLE ON: 

       
 
TOUR DATES: bandsintown.com/danhaedicke  
 
WEBSITES: 
danhaedicke.com 
kwalityrecords.com  
 
SOCIAL NETWORKS: 
facebook.com/dh4music  
twitter.com/dh4music 
 
CONTACT: 
Kwality Records, LLC 
Phone: +1 (646) 492-9074 
E-Mail: dan@kwalityrecords.com 
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